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Crystal Globe Sculpture
Product Number: 800087000407

With more than 350 years of tradition in superior crystalware, 
Steklarna Rogaska creates and improves the ambient. Dimensions: 
H= 5" W=5". Imported.

Ralph Lauren Ryan Box - Cream/Saddle
Product Number: 460060020505

In a classic Ralph Lauren hue, the Ryan Box combines classic smooth 
and soft-pebbled leathers into a timeless structured silhouette. 
Measures: 10-1/2" W x 4-2/5" H x 8-3/10" D. Imported.

CALPAK Astyll 3-Piece Luggage Set
Product Number: 5900980801480002

Known as the æOriginal Marble Luggage,Æ the Astyll Marble 
Luggage Collection helped reinvent the meaning of traveling in style. 
Made of a durable and flexible hard-shell body, this three-piece Astyll 
set is designed for both style and functional travel. Lightweight and 
Hard-Sided. TSA Accepted Lock. Adjustable height trolley. 360¦ 
spinner wheels. Interior features divider with pockets, accessory 
pocket, and compression straps. Expandable up to 2". Carry-On 
Dimensions: 14" W x 22" H x 9" D. Medium Suitcase Dimensions: 17" 
W x 25-1/2" H x 10" D. Large Suitcase Dimensions: 19" W x 29-1/2" H 
x 12" D. Imported.
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Omni-glide Cordless Vacuum Cleaner - Purple/Nickel
Product Number: 462062040424

Dyson's slimmest, most maneuverable vacuum for hard floors. 
Engineered for multi-directional, hard floor cleaning it's slim, in-line 
design is great for easy quick pickups on hard floors. The advanced, 
whole-machine filtration traps 99.99% of particles, dust and allergens 
as small as 0.3 microns, expelling cleaner air than the air you breathe. 
Slim and in-line design for easy quick pickups on hard floors. Glides 
and effortlessly maneuvers around obstacles and into tight spaces. 
The first omnidirectional soft roller cleaner head to effortlessly to pick 
up both forwards and backwards. Dyson technology concentrated and 
rearranged in-line to lay flat on the floor, easily cleaning under low 
furniture. Easy to use at 4.2lbs. Up to 20 minutes of run time. 
Omnidirectional soft roller cleaner head moves in all directions for 
easy, quick pickups on hard floors. Advanced whole-machine filtration 
traps 99.99% of particles, dust and allergens as small as 0.3 microns. 
Dyson engineered tool for versatile quick cleaning. Including the 
combination tool - two tools in one. Converts to a handheld for easy 
cleaning of surfaces and tight spaces. Eight cyclones generate forces 
of 98,000G to remove microscopic dust from the airflow. Dimensions: 
8-1/10" W x 42-2/5" H x 3-3/5" D. Imported.

Ippolita 925 Rock Candy® Large Teardrop Earrings 
in Clear Q
Product Number: 227027010182

Ippolita Rock Candy Large Teardrop Earrings - Clear Quartz A larger 
version of the Rock Candy Teardrop earring, Ippolita's proprietary 
shade radiates a spirited, feminine feel in this silhouette, featuring an 
oversized stone. Sterling silver and faceted clear quartz crystal 
creates a look you won’t find anywhere else. 1.7"l x 0.9"w. Imported.
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John Hardy Bamboo Silver Large Round Interlinking 
Pendant
Product Number: 227027020153

This necklace from the Bamboo Collection celebrates the elegance of 
nature and gives back through the sowing of bamboo seedlings with 
each purchase. Features interlocked sterling silver loops with a 
bamboo design on a simple chain with lobster clasp. Length: 18-20". 
Imported.
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MCM Original Smart Phone Crossbody- Cognac 
Visetos
Product Number: 225025020219

Merging a classic aesthetic with modern utility, this folding phone 
wallet is fashioned in signature Visetos coated canvas. Attach the 
leather chain mix strap to gain a truly mobile companion. Visetos 
monogram coated canvas construction. Fold over pin snap closure. 
Nappa leather trim. Removable leather and chain strap with 23.5" 
drop. Interior zip pocket, phone compartment, and card slots. 
Polyester lining. Dimensions: 6-9/10" W x 3-9/10" H x 1-1/5" D. 
Imported.

Tory Burch Fleming Convertible Shoulder Bag - 
Black
Product Number: 225025020229

The Fleming Convertible Shoulder Bag is made of the softest leather 
with oversized diamond quilting and an embossed bombT double 
æTÆ. The strap is braided with brushed gold chain ù and itÆs 
convertible, so you can wear it short or long. Fits all phone sizes up to 
an iPhone« 11 Pro and Samsung Galaxy Note 10+. Lambskin. Flap 
with magnetic push-lock closure. Adjustable metal chain strap with 
23.3" drop. Leather shoulder guard for comfort. 1 interior zipper 
pocket, 1 zipper compartment, 1 slit pocket. May be carried as a 
shoulder bag or crossbody. Dimensions: 11-1/5" W x 7-1/5" H x 3-4/5" 
D. Imported.

MCM Visetos Original Pouch Medium
Product Number: 2250250302380002

With its sleek lines and optional strap, this little pouch is just what your 
night out needs. Coated canvas body with leather trim. Top zip 
closure. Interior features zip pocket. Removable crossbody strap. 
Imported.
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MCM Visetos Original Pouch Medium
Product Number: 2250250302390002

With its sleek lines and optional strap, this little pouch is just what your 
night out needs. Coated canvas body with leather trim. Top zip 
closure. Interior features zip pocket. Removable crossbody strap. 
Imported.

Callaway Tour S Laser Rangefinder
Product Number: 545045010758

The Tour-S rangefinder utilizes CallawayÆs most advanced laser 
technology in one device. Slope Technology: Device measures angle 
of incline/decline then calculates the slope adjusted distance (side 
button to turn on/off). P.A.T. (Pin Aquisition Technology) - lock on to 
the pin up to 400 yards away. Prism Mode: Locks on to flag mounted 
reflectors for exact distances. Laser Mode: Scan landscape to acquire 
multiple targets. OLED Red Display. Superior accuracy [+/-.5]. 
Measures in yards or meters. Ergonomic design. Water/Fog resistant. 
Legal for tournament play (slope disabled). Includes premium molded 
hard carrying case. Imported.

Celestron 114 LCM Newtonian Telescope
Product Number: 545045010759

Automatically locate the wonders of the universe with this telescope's 
motorized system and on board computer! Features high quality 
114mm Newtonian reflector, lightweight computerized mount, built-on 
StarPointer finderscope to help with alignment and accurately locating 
objects, and quick-release computerized base, optical tube and 
accessory tray for easy no tool set up. Includes sturdy aluminum 
tripod and accessory tray. Imported.
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Garmin Edge 530 Mountain Bike Bundle
Product Number: 545045010765

Tame the trails with the Edge« 530 mountain bike bundle. Ride with 
preloaded maps that provide information about elevation data and 
points of interest and allow you to search for addresses. Download the 
free Trailforks app from the Connect IQÖ Store, and then unlock 
Trailforks map content on your Edge, including trail conditions, 
heatmaps and more. When using the Trailforks app, Forksight mode 
automatically displays upcoming forks in the trail and gives you 
context by showing where you are within a trail network. Never get 
lost with turn-by-turn directions and alerts that notify you of upcoming 
turns. Edge 530 is smart enough to guide you back to the route, or 
back to start, if you deviate from it or decide to head home early. 
Spend more time riding and less time waiting around with route 
calculation speeds that are twice as fast as previous models. Using 
the billions of miles of ride data that cyclists have uploaded, Edge 530 
can find the best route, choosing from roads (and trails) most traveled. 
Capture every brag-worthy stat, including mountain biking metrics 
such as jump count and jump distance, Grit, Flow, VO2 Max, 
Recovery, and much more. Edge 530 will get up to 20 hours of battery 
life while using GPS and up to 40 hours when used in battery saver 
mode. Smart notifications. Includes Edge 530, standard mount, 
mountain bike mount, Edge remote, silicone case, speed sensor, 
tether, and USB cable. Imported.

PatioSense 4-Piece Jareth Wicker Patio Furniture Set 
- Storm Gray
Product Number: 545045040060

The Jareth Wicker Patio Set in an attractive Storm Gray colorway with 
seating for four can be used all year round and provides a low-
maintenance outdoor seating experience. All-weather wicker. Beautiful 
storm gray finish. Charcoal outdoor cushions included. Table with 
tempered glass top included. Easy assembly. Lightweight for re-
arranging on the fly. Includes two-seat sofa bench, two armchairs, and 
a cocktail table with shelf. Bench Dimensions: 46-1/2" W x 29-1/2" H x 
25-1/4" D. Chair Dimensions: 25-1/4" W x 29-1/2" H x 25-1/4" D. Table 
Dimensions: 31" W x 15-3/4" H x 18" D. Imported.
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LALI 14K WG Diamond Baguette Pendant w/ Chain
Product Number: 227027020174

A diamond baguette pendant on a 14K white gold chain create an 
unforgettable accessory. Measures: 11.7mm L x 5.4mm W 18" chain. 
Imported.
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LALI 14K Diamond 18" Necklace
Product Number: 2270270201750002

This dazzling necklace is crafted in 14K rose or white gold, and 
highlighted with a row of alternating diamonds and rubies or a row of 
diamonds and sapphire stones. Measures: 3.05mm L x 31.95mm W 
18" chain. Imported.

Apple Watch Series 6 GPS + Cell 40mm
Product Number: 4620620600710003

Monitor even more of your health with the Apple Watch Series 6! 
40mm aluminum case. Ion-X strengthened glass. Use its 32GB of 
built-in storage for apps, watch faces, music, and more. With support 
for LTE cellular connectivity, the Apple Watch Series 6 lets you 
perform a wide variety of functions without your iPhone. You can make 
a call, reply to emails, navigate with the built-in compass and Maps 
app, and more. Always-On LTPO OLED Retina display is 2.5x brighter 
outdoors when your wrist is down. A wide range of watch faces are 
available for the Series 6 watch, including hobby-based faces that 
provide essential information for specific activities. You can also select 
from faces that express your personality, heritage, or style. Sync your 
favorite music, podcasts, and audiobooks. Pay instantly and securely 
from your wrist with Apple Pay®. Pulse oximetry to measure your 
blood's oxygen levels (SpO2) in just 15 seconds, as well as showing 
you your VO2 Max (maximum oxygen consumption) score. These 
indicators can provide early warnings to possible respiratory 
conditions. An optical heart rate monitor and the ability to record your 
own ECG (electrocardiogram). A free 3-month trial of Apple Fitness+ is 
included with the Apple Watch Series 6. Fitness+ gives you access to 
knowledgeable trainers for a more focused workout, and metrics can 
be shared between Apple devices, including an iPhone, iPad, and 
Apple TV. (Additional subscriptions sold separately). Three activity 
rings on the Apple Watch Series 6 are designed to help you measure 
all the ways you move throughout the day. As you move, each ring 
begins to close, giving you additional motivation to close your rings 
and increase mobility. Built-in compass and real-time elevation 
readings. Can detect if you’ve taken a hard fall, then automatically call 
emergency services for you. Emergency SOS allows you to quickly 
get help. It calls 911, notifies your emergency contacts, sends your 
current location, and displays
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Amazon Kindle 7" Oasis 32GB with Case and Sony 
Noise Canceling Truly Wireless EB
Product Number: 462062050261

Put a library of books in the palm of your hand with this Kindle Oasis 
7” 32GB e-reader. Its waterproof construction helps you to enjoy a 
novel on the beach, while its lightweight design makes it a great travel 
companion. Dedicated page turn buttons allow for effortless 
navigation through chapters, and an adaptive light provides enhanced 
visibility in virtually any setting. This Kindle Oasis 32GB e-reader 
comes with Audible, providing access to a wide variety of audiobooks. 
It also comes with a carry case and Noise Canceling Truly Wireless 
Earbuds. Perfect for listening to music or audio books, these 
headphones offer ergonomic Tri-Hold structure and high-friction 
rubber surface to ensure a secure, comfortable fit. Digital noise 
cancellation with HD noise-cancelling processor and dual noise 
sensor technology. Kindle measures: 6.3"x 5.6” x 0.13-.33”. Imported.
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Dewalt 20V MAX XR Lith Ion Brshless 2pc Combo Kit
Product Number: 460060050382

Get the job done right every time with this quick and easy to use 
DeWalt 20V MAX XR Lithium Ion Brushless Compact Hammerdrill and 
Impact Driver Combo Kit! Features two cordless tools, 1/2" 
hammerdrill has a compact and lightweight design to fit into tight 
areas, three-mode LED with 20-minute trigger release delay in 
Spotlight Mode providing increased visibility in dark or confined 
spaces, XR lithium ion batteries with fuel gauge, 1/4" impact driver 
has a compact design to fit tight areas, and three LED lights 
embedded in front of driver with 20-second trigger release delay 
providing increased visibility in dark or confined spaces. Includes 
hammerdrill, impact driver, two lithium ion batteries, charger, two belt 
hooks and a contractor bag. Measures: 15.06" x 9.25" x 5.38". 
Imported.

Google Nest Wi-Fi 3 Pack - Snow
Product Number: 462062050253

Enjoy fast, reliable Wi-Fi® coverage in your home with the Google 
Nest Wi-Fi Router. Compatibile with Google Home app supports easy 
connection and management of wireless devices. Up to 2,200 sq. ft. of 
coverage. Handles up to 200 connected devices and is fast enough to 
stream multiple 4K videos at a time. Two wireless bands for faster 
performance. Up to 2.2Gbps data transfer speed. Beamforming 
technology focuses signals directly to wireless devices for dependable 
connectivity. Wi-Fi protected access. Keep track of your family’s 
screen time, and pause internet on kids’ devices at bedtime or during 
homework hours. Includes router and 2 Google Nest Wi-Fi Points, 
which expands coverage up to 1,600 sq. ft. each and double as a 
smart speaker with voice control. Each piece measures 4.33" W x 
4.33" D x 3.55" H. Imported.

Lalique Owl Cordial Tumblers - Set of 2
Product Number: 460060010376

Masterfully crafted of pure crystal, each tumbler is elaborately 
sculpted in a highly detailed bas-relief, featuring an owl motif in satin-
finished crystal. Each tumbler stands approximately 2-1/2" high and 
holds 3.04 ounces. Includes two tumblers. Measures: H 2.56" x D 
2.40". Imported.
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Wolf Viceroy 10 Piece Watch Box with Drawer - 
Vegan Leather
Product Number: 115015030150

Rule over your collection with authority with a timeless Viceroy 10-
piece watch box with storage. A modern classic that exudes an 
understated elegance, the Viceroy includes a smooth pebble exterior, 
silver textured silk lining, locking glass cover. Features 10 piece watch 
storage, drawer with 8 ring rolls, 12 cufflink slots, 2 strap slots, 1 
bracelet slot, and 1 coin scoop. Lock and key security. Suspended 
watch cushions. Smart watch USB port and vegan leather. Measures: 
12.88 x 9 x 5.38. Imported.

DeWalt 20V MAX 6-1/2" Circular Saw Kit
Product Number: 460060050405

Cut twice the amount of material and more cuts per charge. Features 
6-1/2" circular saw, 20V MAX XR premium Li-Ion battery, fast charger, 
6-1/2" carbide-tipped blade and kit box. Arbor size: 5/8". Blade 
diameter: 6 1/2". Imported.

Montblanc Meisterstück Platinum-Coated Classique 
Ballpoint Pen
Product Number: 465065040075

This luxury Montblanc Meisterstuck Classique is a distinctive writing 
icon. Ballpoint style pen. Black precious resin barrel. Black precious 
resin cap inlaid with Montblanc emblem. Three platinum-coated rings 
with embossed Montblanc lettering. Platinum-coated clip with 
individual serial number. Measures: 16 x 5 x 2 cm. Imported.
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Hook & Albert Nylon Garment Weekender Bag - 
Black
Product Number: 590098050060

This weekender bag is a timeless choice. Built from durable fabric, it 
features a front zip pocket and garment bag functionality. Measures: 
19.75" L x 9" W x 12.25" H. Imported.

Thule 22" Revolve Wide-Body Carry-On - Raven Grey
Product Number: 590098080139

This hardside, wide-body spinner case is perfect for a week of travel 
or a weekend away. Effortless navigation from the very first step with a 
telescoping handle that minimizes sway and efficiently transfers power 
to the wheels. Lightweight, stylish and impact-resistant luggage is 
comprised of 100% polycarbonate. Designed to last with internal 
corner protectors, a rigid frame and a reinforcing front panel for added 
protection. Contents stay secure during travel with TSA locks and a 
puncture-resistant zipper backed by a solid inner frame. Easily 
navigate from doorstep to destination with oversized rear wheels that 
easily glide over rough terrain and smaller, recessed front wheels that 
increase interior space. Maximize packing space and enjoy a quiet roll 
with a felt liner that contours the case and absorbs vibrations in 
transit. Personal information remains concealed with integrated ID slot 
that retracts into the back of the case. Belongings are held securely in 
place with adjustable, internal compression system. Integrated feet 
allow the bag to rest on its side without tipping. Measures: 16" W x 
21-1/2" H x 9" D. Imported.
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Tissot Men's T-Sport V8 Chronograph Quartz 
Stainless Steel Cream Dial Watch
Product Number: 117017040448

Attractive and rugged, this watch is made from stainless steel and is 
fitted with an analogue chronograph quartz movement. Features 
43mm case size, a brown leather strap, cream dial and date function, 
and water resistant up to 330'. Imported.
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Tissot Ladies' T-Trend Lovely Silver Dial Gold-Plated 
Watch
Product Number: 227027060286

An eye-catching appeal with a classic look, this watch adds modern 
aesthetic to any look. Features 19mm gold-plated stainless steel case 
with stainless steel strap, silver dial, quartz movement, and water 
resistant up to 100Æ. Imported.

kate spade Roulette Large Hobo and Spencer Zip 
Around Wallet - Black
Product Number: 225025020216

The perfect pairing of the Roulette hobo and Spencer wallet will win a 
permanent space in your weekly outfit lineup. Includes hobo bag 
featuring zip-top closure, pebbled leather, interior snap-tab slip pocket 
and a zipper pocket and continental wallet with zip-around closure, 12 
card slots and pinmount logo. Hobo dimensions: 12-1/5" W x 9-4/5" H 
x 4-1/2" D. Wallet dimensions: 4-1/3" W x 7-2/3" H x 1" D. Imported.

Tissot T-Classic Tradition Watch - Stainless Steel w/ 
Black Dial - Men's Sizing
Product Number: 117017040315

The Tradition timepiece blends modern watchmaking technology with 
vintage design. It features a stainless steel bracelet, 42-mm case, 
anthracite dial with silvertone numerals and hour markers, three 
hands, date window, and sapphire crystal. Water resistant to 100'.
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Victorinox Swiss Army INOX Watch - Gray Dial - 
Men's Sizing
Product Number: 117017040316

The Victorinox Swiss Army INOX watch makes a refined statement. It 
features a brown leather strap, round 43-mm stainless steel case, 
gray dial with silvertone hands, red second hand, index hour markers, 
date window, 24 hour markers and minute markers around the outer 
rim, and Swiss quartz movement. Water resistant to 660'. Men's 
sizing.

Vitamix Explorian E310 Blender
Product Number: 460060040276

The Vitamix E310 blender gives you the power and control to prepare 
a wide range of delicious creations. It features a peak 2-HP motor; 
durable hardened stainless steel blades; metal drive system for 
durability; and variable speed control with pulse system. Includes 48-
oz BPA-free Tritan container, tamper, and introductory book with 
recipes.

Marc Jacobs The Editor Tote - Black
Product Number: 225025020146

This ladylike tote from Marc Jacobs is a lovely companion for any on-
the-go woman. Features pebbled leather with contrast stitching, flat 
shoulder straps, two-way zip-around top closure, hanging logo and 
padlock, contrast polyester lining, interior zip and two slip pockets. 
Measures 14.3" W x 10.3" H x 5.9" D. Imported.
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WT 6.0 Extra Large Softside Case - Black
Product Number: 590098080033

Build style, convenience and practicality into your business trips with 
this Werks Traveler 6.0 Softside Extra-Large Case by 
Victorinox.Features: Extra-strong abrasion-resistant nylon 
construction, swiss-engineered handle system, Hinomoto wheels with 
Lisof silent tires for a smooth roll, Pack More System with X-shaped 
compression straps, a removable tri-fold suiter and two large mesh 
side pockets, 15.4" padded laptop compartment, large, expandable 
zippered compartment, expands up to 1.7" to increase packing 
capacity. Integrated USB cable connects exterior USB port to a power 
pack (not included). Lock Combination Recovery Program, and 
YKKRC coil zippers. Dimensions: 16.1" x 22.8"x 30.7". Imported.

Victorinox Lexicon 2.0 Dual Caster Large Carry On - 
Grey
Product Number: 590098080034

Light and spacious, this Lexicon 2.0 Dual Caster Global Carry-On is a 
smooth mover, perfect for international travel. Features: durable and 
lightweight nylon construction, comfort-grip, one-touch height-
adjustable aluminum handle system locks to three heights: 41", 39", 
and 37". Adjustable handle position transitions seamlessly from 
pushing to pulling, dual-caster wheels for 360 degree maneuverability. 
Internal Deluxe Pack More Divider creates individual compartments 
and doubles as a flat surface for crease-free folding and packing, 37 L 
capacity. Dimensions: 15-7/10" W x 22" H x 9-4/5" D. Weight: 8.2 lbs. 
Imported.

Viking 3-Ply 8-Quart Multi-Cooker Pasta Pot with 
Steamer
Product Number: 460060040355

Make tasty homemade soup and much more with this multi-cooker pot 
and steamer insert. Made from three-ply stainless steel, three layers 
of metal are combined to create one solid piece that is formed into the 
vessel, allowing for even heat distribution. Induction ready, this multi-
cooker pot has a mirror finish with a matching lid. The two 
ergonomically designed helper handles are comfortable to hold and 
make transport around the kitchen much easier. As a bonus, a 
steamer insert is also included for steaming fresh vegetables with your 
meal. Both pieces are dishwasher safe for easy clean up. Imported.
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Ippolita Senso Galaxy Disc Necklace 38"
Product Number: 227027020144

Italian for the "senses", Senso™ was inspired by the softness of 
femininity and created by Ippolita herself as she cast imprints of her 
own figure. Features sterling silver chain with disc stations. Length: 
38". Imported.

Ippolita Wonderland Large Teardrop Necklace- Pearl
Product Number: 227027020145

From the Wonderland Collection, this large teardrop pendant is set in 
gleaming, hand-hammered sterling silver and backed with shimmering 
mother-of-pearl that is magnified beneath hand-faceted clear quartz. 
Length: 16" with 2" extender. Imported.

Ippolita Wonderland Double Drop Earrings- MOP
Product Number: 227027010175

Rich stones surrounded by bright sterling silver in a drop silhouette 
create a fantasy of color. Length: 1.87" Width: .57". Imported.
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Dyson V8 Animal
Product Number: 462062040125

The Dyson V8 Animal cord-free vacuum is engineered for homes with 
pets. The battery chemistry delivers up to 40 minutes of fade-free 
suction to clean even further. A direct-drive cleaner head sucks up pet 
hair and ground in-dirt across both carpets and hard floors. Powered 
by the Dyson digital motor V8, it generates 150% more brush bar 
power than the V6 Cord-free vacuum. And with whole machine HEPA 
filtration, it captures pet allergens and expels cleaner air too. Thanks 
to a revolutionary cord-free format, it also transforms for easy cleaning 
up high and into a handheld for quick cleans close at hand. With an 
extra tool for tougher tasks. 8.2" W x 9.8" D x 49" H. Imported.

Swarovski Tennis Deluxe Set
Product Number: 227027020151

Taking its inspiration from Swarovski’s bestselling Tennis bracelet, this 
rhodium plated set includes a beautiful all-around necklace and pair of 
stud earrings, sparkling with gorgeous stones. Easy to mix and match, 
this design offers stunningly delicate elegance. The perfect gift. 14 
7/8" L x 1/8" W. Imported.

Seiko Diamonds Gold-Tone Mother of Pearl Dial 
Watch-Women's sizing
Product Number: 227027060263

This elegant Diamond Collection watch unites the brilliance of 
diamond accents with gorgeous mother-of-pearl and gold-tone steel. 
Features gold-tone stainless steel bracelet and case, 28 diamonds (10 
on dial, 18 on bezel), mother-of-pearl dial with three hands, date 
window at 3 o’clock, and 12-month power reserve once fully charged 
is powered by light energy. Water-resistant to 165'. Imported.
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Tissot Tradition 5.5, White Dial, Stainless Steel 
Watch-Women's sizing
Product Number: 227027060272

A touch of retro and some vintage details are served up in a curved 
1950s-style case, creating the Tissot Tradition 5.5 Lady timepiece. 
Features stainless steel bracelet, 25mm case is very thin at less than 
5.5mm, white dial with silver-tone hands and black hour markers, 
scratch-resistant sapphire crystal and Swiss quartz movement. Water-
resistant to 100'. Imported.

Victorinox Swiss Army Alliance SS Watch with Blue 
Dial - Women's sizing
Product Number: 227027060275

The feminine and enthralling black dial of this Victorinox Swiss Army 
gives it a bold, somewhat formal appeal. Features silver-tone stainless 
steel bracelet, round 35mm stainless steel case, blue lacquered dial 
with blue mother-of-pearl center, luminous stick indices, three hands, 
date window, diamond accent and Quartz movement. Water resistant 
to 330'. Imported.

Tissot Tradition 5.5 Stainless Steel Watch with White 
Dial-Men's Sizing
Product Number: 117017040415

A touch of retro and some vintage details are served up in a curved 
1950s-style case, creating the Tissot Tradition 5.5 timepiece. Features 
stainless steel bracelet, 39mm case is very thin at less than 5.5mm, 
white dial with silver-tone hands and black hour markers, scratch-
resistant sapphire crystal and Swiss quartz movement. Water-
resistant to 100'. Imported.
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Dunhill Cadogan 6 Credit Card Money Clip Billfold- 
Black
Product Number: 115015030141

Black money clip in leather. Features six card slots, two compartments 
for bills and tickets, two side slots for receipts and one money clip. 
Approx. 3.3"H x 4.4"W x 0.6"D. Imported.

Shark Ion Advanced Nav Robotic Vacuum
Product Number: 460060050339

Put floor cleaning on autopilot with this robot vacuum. Keeps both 
carpet and hard floors looking clean, intelligent multi-room cleaning 
powered by IQ NAV methodically cleans each room row-by-row and 
then navigates to the next for complete home coverage, IQ NAV maps 
your home and allows you to select which rooms or areas to clean, 
automatically returns to the dock to recharge when necessary, then 
resumes cleaning where it left off, XL-capacity dust cup, voice control 
support compatible with Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant, self-
cleaning brushroll, dual spinning side brushes pulls in debris from 
hard-to-reach places and includes the Shark Clean app to control your 
robot and schedule cleanings from anywhere. 3.5" H x 12.8" L x 12.6" 
W. Imported.

Lalique Vibration Box - Gold Luster
Product Number: 460060010308

Vibration is a crystal collection whose parallel folding and unfolding 
recalls the ancient art of origami and the simplicity of calligraphy. 
Crafted from crystal, this two-piece box stands approximately 4-1/2" 
high when closed. 4.29" H x 4.06" D. Imported.
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LALI 14K RG Marquise Diamond Ruby Earring
Product Number: 227027010206

Show off your sophisticated style with these 14K rose gold earrings 
set with two ruby stones and one diamond each. Measures: 13.6mm L 
x 2.95mm W. Imported.

Yellow Gold Boeing Ring - Men's Sizing
Product Number: 117017050010

This men’s 10 karat yellow gold ring features clean lines for a classic 
look and has a customized exterior shank. Personalized or engraved 
items may take up to 4-5 weeks to ship. If you do not wish to have this 
item engraved, please contact: bsibrpcustomersupport@boeing.com

Yellow Gold Diamond and Onyx Ring - Men's Sizing
Product Number: 117017050027

This 10 karat yellow gold men's ring is designed with one 4.5 x 4.5 
mm onyx and a one 5 point diamond.

Personalized or engraved items may take up to 4-5 weeks to ship. If 
you do not wish to have this item engraved, please contact: 
bsibrpcustomersupport@boeing.com
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Aquamarine Pendant and Earring Set
Product Number: 227027020109

The Aquamarine pendant and earring set is crafted in 10kt white gold.

45 Year Black Framed Options - Pewter Medallion 
Option
Product Number: 585085040033

The 45 Year Black Frame features the Boeing Center Medallion and 
allows each recipient to choose 12 complimentary coins from the 
Boeing collection.

The recipient has the choice of brass or pewter for their certificate 
coins.

Personalized or engraved items take 4-6 weeks for processing.

45 Year Mahogany Framed Options - Brass Medallion 
Option
Product Number: 585085040034

The 45 Year Mahogany Frame features the Boeing Center Medallion 
and allows each recipient to choose 12 complimentary coins from the 
Boeing collection.

The recipient has the choice of brass or pewter for their certificate 
coins.

Personalized or engraved items take 4-6 weeks for processing.
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Garnet and Diamond Ring - Women's Sizing
Product Number: 227027070068

This ring for ladies is crafted in 10 karat gold ring and features four 
princess cut 4 x 4 mm genuine garnets and three 0.50 point 
diamonds. Available in yellow gold. Personalized or engraved items 
may take up to 4-5 weeks to ship. If you do not wish to have this item 
engraved, please contact: bsibrpcustomersupport@boeing.com

Checkerboard Smoky Quartz and Diamond Ring - 
Women's Sizing
Product Number: 227027070066

This smoky quartz and diamond ladies' ring is set on 14 karat white 
gold and features a 10 x 10 mm checkerboard and smoky quartz (10 
mm wide) and ten 1.5 point diamonds. Available in white gold. 
Personalized or engraved items may take up to 4-5 weeks to ship. If 
you do not wish to have this item engraved, please contact: 
bsibrpcustomersupport@boeing.com

Michael Kors Parker Watch for - Women's Sizing
Product Number: 227027060238

The Michael Kors Parker watch for ladies features Swarovski crystals, 
rose gold-tone stainless steel and blush acetate, rose gold-tone 
stainless steel case, blush dial, deployment push clasp and quartz 
movement. Case Diameter: 39 mm. Water resistance: 50 meters (168 
feet). Engraved with the Boeing Logo, Employee Name, Award Level, 
and Award Year on the case back of the watch. Personalized or 
engraved items may take up to 4-5 weeks to ship. If you do not wish 
to have this item engraved, please contact: 
bsibrpcustomersupport@boeing.com
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Bulova Crystal Collection Watch - Women's Sizing
Product Number: 227027060226

The Bulova Crystal Collection watch for ladies features silver-tone 
stainless steel case with a silver-tone stainless steel bracelet, fixed 
silver-tone Swarovski crystal set bezel, embellished with 440 
Swarovski crystals on the bezel, silver dial with silver-tone hands and 
Roman numeral and index hour markers, Analog dial, Quartz 
movement, deployment clasp, scratch resistant mineral crystal and 
pull / push crown. Case diameter: 32 mm. Water resistant at 30 
meters (100 feet). Engraved with the Boeing Logo, Employee Name, 
Award Level, and Award Year on the case back of the watch. 
Personalized or engraved items may take up to 4-5 weeks to ship. If 
you do not wish to have this item engraved, please contact: 
bsibrpcustomersupport@boeing.com

Bulova Classic Regatta Slim Watch - Men's sizing
Product Number: 117017040439

The Bulova Classic Regatta watch inspired by Bulova heritage 
timepieces features a gold-tone stainless steel case and bracelet, slim 
Roman numeral markers on a white dial, the crown at the 2 o'clock 
position, unique angled lugs, flat sapphire crystal and 2 hand slim 
quartz movement. Water resistant up to 30 meters (100 feet). 
Diameter: 38mm. Thickness: 5.5mm. Men's sizing. Engraved with the 
Boeing Logo, Employee Name, Award Level, and Award Year on the 
case back of the watch. Personalized or engraved items may take up 
to 4-5 weeks to ship. If you do not wish to have this item engraved, 
please contact: bsibrpcustomersupport@boeing.com

Using Award Points at the Boeing Store

Your 45 -Year Award is good for $ 475 credit at the Boeing Store 

You may redeem your Service Award for Boeing Store merchandise by providing your BEMS ID in person at 
any Boeing Store location or by placing an order with BoeingStore.com customer service. At the Boeing 
Store, you may spend your service award on any of the store products and you may add other payment 
methods to purchase an item worth more than your award amount. For tax reasons, Service Awards must be 
redeemed in full on a single transaction so if your purchase leaves a balance, it will transfer to a Boeing Store 
credit.
For a list of Boeing Store locations visit the store locator

For information on using your Service Award as payment at BoeingStore.com, please visit the Boeing Store 
Customer Service page.

http://boeingstore.com/content/Store_Locator.htm
http://boeingstore.com/content/Pride-Boeing_Points_and_Service_Awards.htm
http://boeingstore.com/content/Pride-Boeing_Points_and_Service_Awards.htm

